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Contents of my talk
• Ps-BEC and its application
• Challenges to realize Ps-BEC
• Three technologies to develop for Ps-BEC

1. Positron system
2. Ps converter
3. Cooling laser

• Current Status
• Roadmap towards Ps-BEC
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Positronium (Ps)
• Easiest atomic antimatter system to produce
• Exotic atom: e- & e+

• Hydrogen-like, simple and pure leptonic system
→Good system for precision test of bound state QED
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Positronium:
Good probe on Fundamental Physics

e+e-

Positronium

E(eV)

-6.8

-0.76
-1.7

1S

2P

1'() singlet: o-Ps   lifetime 142 ns

11(' triplet: p-Ps   lifetime 125 ps

2S

Energy spectrum of Positronium

243 nm



• Ps must be dense and cold

• High cri4cal temperature thanks 

to Ps light mass (14K at 1018 cm−3)

• One of the best candidates for the 

first an4maCer BEC

• BEC is “Atomic laser”, We would 

like to make first an4maCer laser

and perform a new experiment 

using the coherency BEC.
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Our Target: 
Positronium Bose-Einstein Condensation 

scale (16). Stoof predicted that a coherent
condensate would form immediately (17).
Several groups discussed interference exper-
iments and quantum tunneling for conden-
sates (18–29). If the condensate is initially
in a state of well-defined atom number, its
order parameter, which is the macroscopic
wave function, vanishes. However, the
quantum measurement process should still
lead to quantum interference and “create”
the phase of the condensate (20, 23–25,
27, 28), thus breaking the global gauge
invariance that reflects particle number
conservation (30). This is analogous to
Anderson’s famous gedanken experiment,
testing whether two initially separated
buckets of superfluid helium would show a
fixed value of the relative phase—and
therefore a Josephson current—once they
are connected (31).

Arguments for and against such a fixed
relative phase have been given (31, 32).
Even if this phase exists, there has been
some doubt as to whether it can be directly
measured, because it was predicted to be
affected by collisions during ballistic expan-
sion (12, 26) or by phase diffusion resulting
from the mean field of Bose condensed
atoms (21, 25, 27, 33). Additionally, the
phase of the condensate plays a crucial role
in discussions of an atom laser, a source of
coherent matter waves (34–37).

The phase of a condensate is the argu-
ment of a complex number (the macroscop-
ic wave function) and is not an observable.
Only the relative phase between two con-
densates can be measured. Here, we report
on the observation of high-contrast inter-
ference between two atomic Bose conden-
sates, which is clear evidence for coherence
in such systems.

The experimental setup. Two Bose con-
densates were produced using a modifica-
tion of our previous setup (3, 7). Sodium
atoms were optically cooled and trapped
and were then transferred into a double-
well potential. The atoms were further
cooled by radio frequency (rf)–induced
evaporation (38). The condensates were
confined in a cloverleaf magnetic trap (3),
with the trapping potential determined by
the axial curvature of the magnetic field B0
5 94 G cm–2, the radial gradient B9 5 120
G cm–1, and the bias field B0 5 0.75 G. The
atom clouds were cigar-shaped, with the
long axis horizontal. A double-well poten-
tial was created by focusing blue-detuned
far-off-resonant laser light into the center of
the magnetic trap, generating a repulsive
optical dipole force. Because of the far de-
tuning of the argon ion laser line at 514 nm
relative to the sodium resonance at 589 nm,
heating from spontaneous emission was
negligible. This laser beam was focused into
a light sheet with a cross section of 12 mm

by 67 mm (1/e2 radii), with its long axis
perpendicular to the long axes of the con-
densates. The argon ion laser beam propa-
gated nearly collinearly with the vertical
probe beam. We aligned the light sheet by
imaging the focused argon ion laser beam
with the same camera used to image the
condensates.

Evaporative cooling was extended well
below the transition temperature to obtain
condensates without a discernible normal
fraction. Condensates containing 5 3 106

sodium atoms in the F 5 1, mF 5 –1 ground
state were produced within 30 s. The pres-
ence of the laser-light sheet neither changed
the number of condensed atoms from our
previous work (3) nor required a modifica-
tion of the evaporation path; hence, prob-
lems with heating encountered earlier with
an optically plugged magnetic trap (2) were
purely technical. In the present application,
the argon ion laser beam was not needed to
avoid a loss process, and thus we had com-
plete freedom in the choice of laser power
and focal parameters.

The double condensate was directly ob-
served by nondestructive phase-contrast
imaging (Fig. 1A). This technique is an
extension of our previous work on disper-
sive imaging (4) and greatly improved the
signal-to-noise ratio. The probe light fre-
quency was far detuned from a resonant
transition (1.77 GHz to the red), and thus
absorption was negligible. Images were
formed by photons scattered coherently in
the forward direction. The phase modula-
tion caused by the condensate was trans-
formed into an intensity modulation at the

camera by retarding the transmitted probe
beam by a quarter-wave with a phase plate
in the Fourier plane. Previously, the trans-
mitted probe beam was blocked by a thin
wire (dark-ground imaging).

Interference between the condensates
was observed by simultaneously switching
off the magnetic trap and the argon ion
laser-light sheet. The two expanding con-
densates overlapped and were observed by
absorption imaging. After 40 ms time-of-
flight, an optical pumping beam transferred
the atoms from the F 5 1 hyperfine state to
the F 5 2 state. With a 10-ms delay, the
atoms were exposed to a short (50 ms)
circularly polarized probe beam resonant
with the F 5 2 3 F9 5 3 transition and
absorbed ;20 photons each. Under these
conditions, the atoms moved ;5 mm hori-
zontally during the exposure.

Absorption imaging usually integrates
along the line of sight and therefore has
only two-dimensional spatial resolution.
Because the depth of field for 15-mm fringes
is comparable to the size of an expanded
cloud, and because the fringes are in general
not parallel to the axis of the probe light,
line-of-sight integration would cause con-
siderable blurring. We avoided this problem
and achieved three-dimensional resolution
by restricting absorption of the probe light
to a thin horizontal slice of the cloud. The
optical pumping beam was focused into a
light sheet of adjustable thickness (typically
100 mm) and a width of a few millimeters;
this pumping beam propagated perpendicu-
larly to the probe light and parallel to the
long axis of the trap (39). As a result, the

A B

50 mm

0% 100%
Intensity (arbitrary units)

Fig. 1. (A) Phase-con-
trast images of a single
Bose condensate (left)
and double Bose con-
densates, taken in the
trap. The distance be-
tween the two conden-
sates was varied by
changing the power of
the argon ion laser-light
sheet from 7 to 43 mW.
(B) Phase-contrast im-
age of an originally dou-
ble condensate, with
the lower condensate
eliminated.
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probe light was only absorbed by a thin slice
of the cloud where the atoms were optically
pumped. Because high spatial resolution
was required from only the fraction of atoms
residing in the slice, a good signal-to-noise
ratio required condensates with millions of
atoms.

Interference between two Bose conden-
sates. In general, the pattern of interference
fringes differs for continuous and pulsed
sources. Two point-like monochromatic
continuous sources would produce curved
(hyperbolic) interference fringes. In con-
trast, two point-like pulsed sources show
straight interference fringes; if d is the sep-
aration between two point-like conden-
sates, then their relative speed at any point
in space is d/t, where t is the delay between
pulsing on the source (switching off the
trap) and observation. The fringe period is
the de Broglie wavelength l associated with
the relative motion of atoms with mass m,

l 5
ht
md

(1)

where h is Planck’s constant. The ampli-
tude and contrast of the interference pat-
tern depends on the overlap between the
two condensates.

The interference pattern of two conden-
sates after 40 ms time-of-flight is shown in
Fig. 2. A series of measurements with fringe
spacings of ;15 mm showed a contrast
varying between 20 and 40%. When the
imaging system was calibrated with a stan-
dard optical test pattern, we found ;40%
contrast at the same spatial frequency.
Hence, the contrast of the atomic interfer-
ence was between 50 and 100%. Because
the condensates are much larger than the
observed fringe spacing, they must have a
high degree of spatial coherence.

We observed that the fringe period be-
came smaller for larger powers of the argon
ion laser-light sheet (Fig. 3A). Larger power
increased the distance between the two
condensates (Fig. 1A). From phase-contrast
images, we determined the distance d be-
tween the density maxima of the two con-
densates versus argon ion laser power. The
fringe period versus maxima separation (Fig.
3B) is in reasonable agreement with the
prediction of Eq. 1, although this equation
strictly applies only to two point sources.
Wallis et al. (26) calculated the interfer-
ence pattern for two extended condensates
in a harmonic potential with a Gaussian
barrier. They concluded that Eq. 1 remains
valid for the central fringes if d is replaced
by the geometric mean of the separation of
the centers of mass and the distance be-
tween the density maxima of the two con-
densates. This prediction is also shown in
Fig. 3B. The agreement is satisfactory given
our experimental uncertainties in the deter-
mination of the maxima separations (;3
mm) and of the center-of-mass separations
(;20%). We conclude that the numerical
simulations for extended interacting con-
densates (26) are consistent with the ob-
served fringe periods.

We performed a series of tests to support
our interpretation of matter-wave interfer-
ence. To demonstrate that the fringe pattern
was caused by two condensates, we com-
pared it with the pattern from a single con-
densate (this is equivalent to performing a
double-slit experiment and covering one of
the slits). One condensate was illuminated
with a focused beam of weak resonant light
20 ms before release, causing it to disappear
almost completely as a result of optical
pumping to untrapped states and evapora-
tion after heating by photon recoil (Fig. 1B).

The resulting time-of-flight image did not
exhibit interference, and the profile of a
single expanded condensate matched one
side of the profile of a double condensate
(Fig. 4). The profile of a single expanded
condensate showed some coarse structure,
which most likely resulted from the nonpara-
bolic shape of the confining potential. We
found that the structure became more pro-
nounced when the focus of the argon ion
laser had some weak secondary intensity
maxima. In addition, the interference be-
tween two condensates disappeared when
the argon ion laser-light sheet was left on for

Fig. 2. Interference pattern of two
expanding condensates observed
after 40 ms time-of-flight, for two
different powers of the argon ion
laser-light sheet (raw-data images).
The fringe periods were 20 and 15
mm, the powers were 3 and 5 mW,
and the maximum absorptions
were 90 and 50%, respectively, for
the left and right images. The fields
of view are 1.1 mm horizontally by
0.5 mm vertically. The horizontal
widths are compressed fourfold,
which enhances the effect of fringe
curvature. For the determination of
fringe spacing, the dark central
fringe on the left was excluded.

Fig. 3. (A) Fringe period versus power in the argon
ion laser-light sheet. (B) Fringe period versus ob-
served spacing between the density maxima of
the two condensates. The solid line is the depen-
dence given by Eq. 1, and the dashed line is the
theoretical prediction of (26) incorporating a con-
stant center-of-mass separation of 96 mm, ne-
glecting the small variation (610%) with laser
power.

Fig. 4. Comparison between time-of-flight images
for a single and double condensate, showing ver-
tical profiles through time-of-flight pictures similar
to Fig. 2. The solid line is a profile of two interfering
condensates, and the dotted line is the profile of a
single condensate, both released from the same
double-well potential (argon ion laser power, 14
mW; fringe period, 13 mm; time of flight, 40 ms).
The profiles were horizontally integrated over 450
mm. The dashed profile was multiplied by a factor
of 1.5 to account for fewer atoms in the single
condensate, most likely the result of loss during
elimination of the second half.
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50 µm

Before release

trapped by double-well

After release

expand to overlap

6
0

 µ
m

230 µm
Science 275, 637 (1997)

Interference frindge of BEC (Rb)
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Applications of Ps-BEC
1. Antimatter probe:
Build Ps-BEC atomic interferometer to see 
tiny effect on antimatter: such as gravity

• Gravity shi3s phase of Ps in different 

paths

• Path length 20 cm to see gravity effect

Phys. stat. sol. 4, 3419 (2007)

2. 511 keV γ-ray laser 

Phys. Rev. A 92, 023820 (2015)

• o-Ps BEC to p-Ps by 203 GHz RF

• p-Ps BEC collectively decays into coherent 

511 keV gamma-rays

• 10 times finer probe than current X-rays

Intensity of Ps could blink by 

changing the path length

g

slow?

?
fast?Ps-BEC

Gravitational

acceleration

E(keV)

0

1S o-Ps

p-Ps

Vacuum

203 GHz

γ
511 keV

511 keV

γ

1022
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* : S. Mariazzi et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 243401 (2010)
* : D. Cassidy et al. physica status solidi 4, 3419 (2007)
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Ps: Our target

Main problem
Ps lifeJme is only 142 ns

Two challenges
1. Instant creaJon of dense Ps 

> 1017 cm-3 in < 50 ns

2. Rapid cooling of Ps

< 10 K in  ~300 ns 

2019/3/4 6

Two challenges to realize Ps-BEC
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3. Ps cooling laser

e+

e-

Ps

Ps
Ps

Ps

Focus into 
φ=6 µm

Psnanosecond positron bunch
108 e+ , 5 keV, polarized

Magnified View

2. e+ → Ps converter (Silica aerogel)
Produce, condense and cool Ps

n= ~1017 cm-3

1. Many-stage 
Brightness Enhancement System
Create dense positron bunch

243nm UV laser

Combine thermalization and laser cooling 
to cool down Ps to 10 K in 300 ns

Cool down to 4K by
cryogenic refrigerator

K. Shu et al. J. Phys. B 49, 104001 (2016) 

Three technologies to develop for Ps-BEC
1. Positron focusing system
2. Ps converter
3. Ps cooling laser

Nano pores Φ= 50-100 nm
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Ps thermalization 
down to 100 K was observed

Thermalization curves of Ps in various silica 

temperature

ü Thermalization into cryogenic 

temperature was clearly observed

Ø Next, Laser cooling and cool Ps down 

to 10 K

GM 4K cryocooler

Tunable in

20 ~ 300 K 

Ps converter holder

(Silica aerogel)

We confirmed if Ps can be thermalized in 

its short lifeNme (142 ns).



Only by thermaliza/on 

With laser cooling

! 

Tc of 

n0=4×10%& cm)*

MC simulated temperature evolution

Time (ns)
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Thermalization and Laser cooling is
efficient enough to realize Ps-BEC

1.Thermalization

• Efficient at > 200 K

Initial Ps energy is 0.8 eV = 6000 K 

(work function of silica)

Ps collide with cold silica(< 10 K)

and cool down to 100 K

2.Laser cooling

• Efficient at < 200 K

Cooling down to < 10 K is possible

ü Combining these two methods is 

essentially important
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243nm UV laser

Three technologies to develop for Ps-BEC
1. Positron focusing system
2. Ps converter
3. Ps cooling laser

3. Ps cooling laser

e+

e-

Ps

Ps
Ps

Ps

Focus into 

φ=6 µm

Ps
Positron bunch
108 e+ , 5 keV, polarized

Magnified View

2. e+ → Ps converter
Produce, condense and cool Ps

1. Many-stage 

Brightness Enhancement System
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Positron Focusing
1.Positron system

Brightness Enhancement System
Focus positrons and create dense positron bunch 

Controll the positrons by magne@c field

Guiding coil
Extraction coil

Magnetic 

Focusing lens

Remoderator

Positron bunch

keV energy

Magnified View

e+

EmiLed in

eV energy

Remoderator

Ni ~100 nm

Re-accelerate

negative HV 

mesh 

Narrow and low-emittance positron beam can be created
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Many-Stage Brightness Enhancement System
1.Positron focusing system 

• Repeat the Brightness Enhancement mul:ple :mes 
and gradually focus the positrons.

• Currently focusing into 30 µm* is possible by this 
method so we consider improving this technique

• Now studying and designing beam op:cs

*N. Oshima et al. Materials Science Forum 607, 238(2008)

Many-Stage Brightness Enhancement System

Positronium density 6.8×1016 cm-3 is achievable 

Beam Parameter 1 st 2 nd 3 rd final
Ps Density* (cm-3) 2.5 x 1012 4.9 x 1013 6.8 x 1014 6.8 x 1016

Diameter 5 mm 500 µm 60 µm 6 µm
e+ Number 1 x 108 2 x 107 4 x 106 4 x 106

BE BE Focus only

*Positronium Produc:on rate 
10% is assumed

Calculation
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243nm UV laser

Three technologies to develop for Ps-BEC
1. Positron system
2. Ps converter
3. Ps cooling Laser

3. Ps cooling laser

e+

e-

Ps

Ps
Ps

Ps

Focus into 
φ=6 µm

Ps

Magnified View

2. e+ → Ps converter
Produce, condense and cool Ps

1. Many-stage 
Brightness Enhancement System

Positron bunch
108 e+ , 5 keV, polarized
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Ps converter(Silica aerogel) is ready for 
laser-cooling & Doppler spectroscopy 

� High UV Transparency Na-22 Bulk PALS spectrum 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Time (ns)

10

210

310

410

510

610

710
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6n

s)  / ndf 2c  414.2 / 372
Prob   0.06476
0_const   7.086e+03± 2.985e+06 
1_life    0.7± 127.1 
2_flatBG  10.863689±0.003525 - 

 

� High e+→Ps conversion efficiency

� High porosity Porosity ~ 95%

~85% at 243 nm

Transmittance of t0.5mm aerogel
by spectrophotometer

0.5 mm thick silica aerogel* 

Void size 
50-60 nm

Thin silica(SiO2) aerogel

Ps conversion efficiency
= 50 %

* Developed by JFCC
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243nm UV laser

Three technologies to develop for Ps-BEC
1. Positron system
2. Ps converter
3. Ps cooling Laser

3. Ps cooling laser

e+

e-

Ps

Ps

Ps
Ps

Focus into 

φ=6 µm

Ps

Magnified View

2. e+ → Ps converter

Produce, condense and cool Ps

1. Many-Stage 

Brightness Enhancement System

Positron bunch

108 e+ , 5 keV, polarized



243 nm broadband CW laser with enough power is difficult
→243 nm sub-micro-second pulsed broadband laser
Commercially unavailable → Build cooling laser system ourselves
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Two Challenges for Ps Laser Cooling
1. Rapid cooling 
∵ Short Ps lifetime: 142ns

2.Broadband laser
∵ Ps light mass: 2me

300 K→10 K
6.4 ns

50 cycles

Ps

Ps

• Largest energy gap: 1S-2P (243 nm)
• 6.4 ns�50 ~ 300 ns
→ Cool down Ps with single long pulse 

1S

2P

Δν (GHz)

Hydrogen
15 GHz

Ps
460 GHz 

• Doppler broadening is 30 times larger 
than Hydrogen

→ Broadband (150 GHz) laser is necessary                   
to cool down all the Ps

243 nm

FWHM at 300K
for 243 nm
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Sub-micro-second long pulse
→long photon decay time
1. long cavity (3.8 m)
2. High finesse cavity

loss/cycle = 1%(coupler)+0.6%

Production of sub-micro-second pulsed broadband laser
High finesse (~200) cavity
Phase modulation ~200 times

Ti: Sapphire

Coupler 1%

Pump laser
532 nm, 5 ns, 10 Hz

15 mJ/pulse 

Seed Laser
729 nm, CW, 

20 mW

Sub-micro-second
Broadband Laser

729 nm, 10 Hz

Cooling Laser
243 nm, 10 Hz

THG

Broadening of pulsed laser
1. EOM: sideband generation
2. High finesse (~200) cavity
EOM modulates the laser ~200 times and 
creates sidebands up to high order .
→Broaden the laser spectrum effectively

EOM
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1. Long cavity (3.8 m) Folded with 8 mirrors (96�36 cm2)
2. High finesse (~200)

Long and high finesse cavity
A core of the cooling laser system 
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time (µs)

729 nm pulse 
10 Hz, 10s

(a
.u

.)

Time width 500 ns 
(FWHM)

400 µJ/pulse avg.

Ps cooling laser is almost ready

Sideband index

Broadening
17.6±0.6GHz (FWHM)

→ n = 85

Spectral profile of 729nm pulse

(a
.u

.)
Frequency (GHz)

Preliminary

First high order sidebands generation with 
pulsed laser
ü �n = 85 has achieved (FWHM)

Time profile of 729 nm pulse

ü Most difficult and important part of cooling laser is done. Almost ready for laser cooling.

ü Long pulse: 500 ns
ü Enough pulse energy: 400 µJ



Overview of the cooling laser system
Compact system (2.0 m×1.1 m) will be moved to KEK-SPF (Slow e+ Facility)

UTokyo, Asano campus
Yoshioka Lab

2019/3/4 20Construction of Cooling laser system will be finished this summer



Multipath 
Amplification

Seed Laser 729nm

Cavity

Overview of the cooling laser system
Compact system (2.0 m×1.1 m) will be moved to KEK-SPF (Slow e+ Facility)

Ti:Sapphire

EOM

Ti:Sapphire
Pump Laser 
532 nm

Pump Laser 532 nm

UTokyo, Asano campus
Yoshioka Lab

2019/3/4 21

THG
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Next Step:
Ps temperature measurement (this March)
Doppler spectroscopy 

E(eV)

-6.8

-0.76
-1.7

Vacuum

2P

1S

243 nm + Δν

532 nm

243 & 532 nm nano-second pulsed laser

2019/3/4

Doppler 
broadening

γ

γ

Detect the increase
of γ-ray rate

Photo ionization

Expected resonance curve for 10 K Ps
with 107 Ps in total, at t=300 ns

Δν -20                     0                      20
Frequency of 243 nm laser (GHz)

In
cr

ea
se

 o
f γ

-ra
y 

ra
te 10 K

100K
300 K
1000 K
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Positron Beam Line (KEK-SPF-B1)

2019/3/4

We have been preparing the e+ beamline for about a year for the first Ps laser cooling

• Measured the instant Ps production in Ps converter (Silica aerogel)

• Improved the time resolution of e+ bunch

• Test of e+ bunch focusing

Positron Beam Parameters

Energy 0.1–35 keV

Highest Intensity 106 e+/ pulse

Repetition 50 Hz

Time width 16 ns

Size Φ = 5 mm (TRHEPD)

(LEPD)

LINAC
(50 MeV,  600 W)

• Highest intensity (5x107 slow e+/s)

• Variable energy (0.1-35 keV)

Samples and detectors are   

electrically grounded.
Slow-positron 

produc\on unit
Slow e +

beam line 

(GND)

(Ps-TOF)

(Ps Cooling)
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Setup of Ps temperature measurement

2019/3/4

Ps converter

Top view

Positron bunch
(KEK-SPF-B1)

γ-ray detector
(LaBr3)

Cold finger (LN2)
Cool down Ps converter

Vacuum chamber

243 nm &
532 nm laser
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The view from downstream:
Vacuum chamber and Laser system

*Thanks Prof. K. Yoshimura, Okayama Univ.

Nd:YAG pumped
OPO system*

Nd:YAG
Laser

532 nm laser

243 nm laser

Into 
chamber

Side view:
Positron beamline and Vacuum chamber

Positron beam

Vacuum chamber

Laser System

Vacuum chamber



Roadmap towards Ps-BEC
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Doppler spectroscopy
& First laser cooling of Ps 
In 2019 at KEK-SPF

Ps-BEC In ~ 5 years

Doppler spectroscopy of Ps(March 2019)
Measure the temperature of Ps by Doppler 
spectroscopy
ü Positron system and Ps converter are 

ready

First Ps Laser-Cooling (in 2019)
ü Essential part of cooling laser is done: 

long pulse and broadening
Ø Pulse amplification & THG

Positron system
Ø Many-stage Brightness Enhancement
Ø Spin-polarized positron buncher

Ps converter
Ø Heat and charge up problem by dense 

positron

Cooling laser
Ø Further optimization (rapid chirping) is 

necessary to achieve Ps-BEC
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Summary
1. Three technologies to develop for Ps-BEC

2. Next Step: Ps temperature measurement


